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In the first main result the n,ean (m -n)-dimensional  HausdortI measure of the set of crossing 
points of a level y ~ R" by an m-dimensional continuous random vector field with values in R ~, 
m ~> n, is computed. The second one deals with horizontal-window conditional (Palm) distributions 
for such random fields. For this purpose, a general concept of Palm measures i introduced, which 
contains both the 'stationary' and the 'nonstationary' one. 
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1. Introduction 
A classical problem in the theory of random processes i  to compute the mean 
number of (up-)crossings of fixed level by a random process. First this problem was 
solved by Kac (1943) and Rice (1945) for special cases. Belyaev [2] and Brillinger 
[3] independently found a general formula for the mean number of crossing points 
of a level y ~ R" by an m-dimensional random vector field with values in R". The 
most powerful concept of using the Hausdorff area and coarea theorems (see 
[4, 3.2.3, 3.2.12] and 3.2 in the present paper) for such level crossing problems goes 
back to Brillinger [3], see also Geman and Horowitz [7]. The first aim of this paper 
(see Section 5) is to compute the mean (m-n)-d imensional  volume of Level sets 
of an m-dimensional random vector field with values in •". More pre'isely, we take 
in consideration such points x c ~"', at ~'hich the sample path takes the x.?iue y c R" 
and is approximately Lipschitzian. The 'volume' of this y-level set is measured by 
the (m-n)-dimensional  Hausdorff measure. For this reason, we study in Sections 
3 and 4 measurability problems for approximately differentials and Hausdorff 
measures respectively. Readers who are not interested in measurablity can omit 
Propositions 3.3. up to 3.6, 4.1 up to 4.3, and 4.5. 
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For stationary Gaussian processes, Kac and Slepian [9] introduced the conditioned 
process, under the condition that the process crosses a fixed level y at the origin in 
the horizontal-window sense, that means the limit of the distribution of the process 
under the condition that in [0, e] an y-level crossing occurs, e $ 0. In the terminology 
of point processes this is the Palm distribution of the process relative to the crossing 
point process (remark that the importance of Palm distributions consists in there 
being two interpretations, the 'local' and the 'global', 'ergodic' one). The second 
aim of this paper is to compute such horizontal-window conditional (Palm) distribu- 
tions for random vector fields (se~ Section 6, and 7.1). For this purpose, in Section 
2 we introduce a general concept of Palm measures of a random variable relative 
to a random measure, which contains both well-known concepts, the 'stationary' 
and the 'nonstationary' one. Furthermore, in Sections 4 and 5 the so-called occupa- 
tion and crossing measures are defined, and connections between them and between 
the corresponding Palm distributions and the horizontal respectively vertical- 
v, indow conditional distributions are established. 
In the paper the following notations are frequently used: 
[1~", ~" ] -  the n-dimensional Euclidean space endowed with the Borel o--algebra, 
~", ~(" - the  n-dimensional Lebesgue respectively Hausdortt (see, e.g., [4, 2.10]) 
measure, 
,~(M)-  the set of (tit, ~)-measurable functk~ns v: M ~ [0, o~), [M, ,It] a measur- 
able space, 
.~-  the Borel o--algebra on the extended nonnegative r al axis [0, ~]. 
2. Palm measures  
t'alm distributions and measures are well known objects in the theory of random 
point processes and random measures (cf., e.g., [8, 10, 5, 12, 13]). In the case of 
locally finite intensity measure, Palm d.istributions can be defined for not necessarily 
stationary random measures ([8, 10]; in the stationary case Palm measures exist 
always. We will give a general concept, which contains both above definitions. 
Moreover, for the purpose of conditional probabilities in the horizontal-window 
sense, we introduce Palm measures of random objects connecting with random 
measures, as was done, for the stationary case, e.g., in [5, 13]. 
For simple point processes, Palm distributions have a local interpretation as 
cor~ditional probabilities (cf. [8, 12]); for stationary ergodic random measures they 
have a global interpretation (cf. [12, 14, 16]), A local interpretation of Palm 
distributions for random manifolds will be given in a later paper [18]. 
Let [ Y, ~/], [Z, :~] be arbitrary measurable spaces. A function K: Y x .3 °--, [0, ~] 
is called a :..ernel from [ ~; ?~] to [Z, ;~e], if, for any fixed y e Y, K ( y,. ) is a measure 
on Y, and, for any fixed Cc Z, K( -, C) is a ('~:~', ~'~)-measurable function. For any 
r : .~;( ~0'~;~ J' ). the function .[v(y, z)K(y, dz) is ( ::~', :~)-measurable. For # a measure 
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on ~, we denote by/,t x K the set function defined by 
( xK)(a)=ff IH(y,z)K(y, dz,l.t(dy), Be~t®g~ 
# ×K is a measure on 0~®&t; moreover, for ve  ~(~®~') ,  
fv (y ,z ) (~,xK) (d(y .z ) )=f f  v(y,z)K(y, dz)lz(dy). 
2.1. Suppose K~, i= l ,  2, are kernels from [Y, ~]  to [Z, ,~r]. / f  Kz(y,-)<< Kt(y, .) 
#-a.e., then # x K2 << # x K~. If, moreover, Zt is countably generated, and Iz × K~ is 
it-finite, then the converse is true and, for #-a.a. y, 
d(~ x K2) 
K2(y, dz) = (y, z)K~(y, dz). 
d(,u. x K~) 
Proof. Let K2<< Ki #,-a.e. and C~ q~®~. (,u xK~)(C)  =0. Then 
o=f f  lc(y,z)K,(y, dz)#(dy)=fK,(y, CO#(dy), 
where Q = {z ~ Z: (y, z) ~ C}. Hence Kj(y, C~.) = 0 #-a.e.,  K2(y, C,.) = 0 #-a.e., and 
(# x K2)(C) =0.  
Now, let/~ × K2<</z × Ki. By Radon-Nikodym there exists a ( .~®,~, ~) -measur -  
able function g such that 
(/z × K2)(d(y, z)) = g(y, z)(~ × Kj)(d(y, z)). 
Hence, for any B c gY, 
K,(y, B )~(dy)  = [ g(y, z)K~(y, dz)#(dy). 
d H 
i.e., for/z-a.a, y, 
K2(y, B) = I g(Y' z)Kj(y, dz) 
.I IJ 
Since .Y is countaNy generated, i'~ follows that (*) is truc for all y c Y\ Y., #,(Y,,) = 0, 
and all B from a countable subsystem of Y, generating :1, and closetl under the 
formation of finitv intersection~ Consequently, (*) is true for all y ~ Y\ Y. and all 
B c Y. E-_] 
Let (X, d ]  be a measurable space, P a probability measure on ,'g:', A a Polish 
space with the Borel a-algebra ,~, and .7/" the set of all kernels O from [X, ~(] to 
[A, ,¢~']. ~9 we can interpret as a random measure. In fact, for the usual random 
measures (or, more special, random point processes, cf. [12, 10]), X is the set of 
all (integer valued) locally finite measures on [,4, .'4], and 0~ p., • ) = p., p. ~ X. The 
measure P x 0 is called tile CampbeJl measure of P and 0. 
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Denote by Y(~ the set of all kernels 0 ~ 5't" such that O(x,.) is locally finite for 
P-a.a. x~X.  As in [12, 5.1.10 (2.5.11 in the German edition)] we have 
2.2. If 0 ~ ~l,  then P x 0 is ,r-finite. [] 
Let ,~ be a tr-finite measure on [A, ~] ,  and 0 ~ YL 
Definition. A kernel from [A, ,if] to [X, Y'] is called a kernel of Palm measures 
(Palm distributions) of P with respect to 0 and A (denoted/5) iff 
(ex  ~9)(d(x, a)) = P(a, dx)X(da) 
(and, for all a~A, /5 (a ,X)=l ) .  
Given A, 0~2{~ and Jr; P((-)\{x: O(x, A)=0})  is uniquely determined (cf. [12, 
5.1.8 (2.5.8)]). 
In the following we wiii write/sa instead of/5(a,-) .  
2.3. Suppose 0 ~ .Tf ~ and there exists a kernel P of Palm measures with respect o 0 
and a. Then/5, is o'-finite a-a.e. 
Proof. By 2.2, Px  0 is o--finite, i.e. there exists an increasing sequence Y,, c ff~®.~/, 
U Y,, = X x A, (Px  0)(Y,,) < oo. To complete the proof note that 
IPx0) (Y , , )=f /5 ,~{xcX: (x ,a )c  Y,,}a(da). [] 
The intensity measure ,~,~ of the random measure O is defined as 
a~,(B) = I O(x, B)P(dx)  = (Px  O)(X × B), B ~ JL 
Since ,~, (da)=/~,(X)A(da) ,  we have 
2.4. Suppose there exist5 a kernel P. Then A;, << A, 
dA" (a) =/$,(X), A-a.e., 
dA 
and Z -- A,~ for Palm distributions. C! 
2.5, Existence theorem. Suppose ( X, ,~) is a space of type ( B) in the sense of Kerstan 
and Liese [ 1 !], and A ¢, is o'-finite. "Fhen a kernel of Palm distributions exists. F__q 
Remark that Polish spaces and their (arbitrary) products are of type (E), see [11. 
Proposition 7. Theorem 5]. 
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2.6. Uniqueness theorem. Suppose ~ is coun;ably generated, 0 ~ ~,  and there exist 
two kernels/~to, i = 1 2, of Palm measures. ]'hen , , j 
~1~ = ~2) A-a.e. a  
Proo|. By 2.2, ~t x/~U)=Px 0 is o'-finite. Hence, by 2.1, the measures/~n, i= 1, 
2, are equivalent, A-a.e., and 
d/~'2 ' 
dt  j, (x)= 1, 
for )t ×/~¢~l-a.a. (a,x),  (i, j) = (1, 2), (2, 1). [] 
For the purposes of Section 6 we need the following proposition. 
2.7. Suppose It j and A2 are tr-finite measures on sg, ~ ,  t92 c ~, and there exists a 
(,T® ~, ~)-measurabie function k: X x A ~ [0, ~] such that 
02(x, da)=k(x ,a )O l (x ,  da), xcX .  
If  the kernels Pt~, i= 1, 2, of Palm measures of P with respect o ~, A~ respectively 
exist, then 
A ~ A 
P~")(dx))t2(da) = k(x, a)P~l)(dx)Al(da) 
Proof. The proof follows from 
(P× 02)(d(x, a)) = Oz(x, da)P(dx) = k(x, a~,Ol(x, da)P(dx) 
= k(x, a ) (P× 01)(d(x, a)). [] 
The well-known Palm theory for the stationary case is imbedded in our concept as 
follows. Instead of the arbitrary Polish space A, we now regard a locally compact 
second countable Hausdorff Abelian group G with the tr-algebra q3 of Borel sets. 
Let # be a fixed Haar measure on G. Suppose in [X, ~] operates a transformation 
group { T,}r~c~, with To = I, T,L = Tr~ s, and with (r, x)~ -~, T,x being measurable. 
A probability measure P on [X, ~] is called stationary if P= P o T~ -1, for all re G. 
A kernel O ~ ~ (i.e. from [X, ~] to f G, 'g]) is said to be homogeneous if. for any 
xz X, an 3 , rc G, and any ~ e ~q, 
( T~x, B) = O(x, B + r). 
For 0 c 5~ the kernel ~ * O is defined by 
(tz * O)(x ,B)= I ~9(T,x,B-r)tz(dr),  x~X,  B~.  
By the translation invariance of #, the kernel /.L. O is homogeneous. Moreover, 
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2.8. Suppose 0 ~ Y(. 0 is homogeneous if and only if there exists a kernel Oo ~ Y{ such 
that 0 =lz  * ~%. []  
Using ideas of [12, 8.1.1(3.4.1)], we get the following 
2.9. Theorem (cf. [8]). Suppose P is stationary, O ~ 3{ is homogeneous, Oo is any 
kernel satisfying 0 = # * 0o, and the measure pO on [X, g~] is defined by 
P"(B) = j" I l~(T,x)Oo(x, d r )P (dx) ,g~B~.  
Then P:' o " I T ,  forms a kernel P, of Palm measures of P with respect to 0 and t z. 
Moreover, P" is unique in the sense that, if O is a measure on ~ such that O o T?_~ 
forms a kernel of Pahn measures P,, then 0 = pO. [] 
3. Approximate differentials 
In this section we formulate -- for easy references - the Hausdorff area and coarea 
theorems (cf. [4, 3.2]) for approximately differentiable functions and consider 
measurability questions for approximate differentials. Thereby the concept of 
approximate limits (cf., e.g., [4, 2.9.12]) is used for the case of (not necessarily 
measurable) functions mapping I~" into I~", the basic measure .5~"', and the (weak 
Vita!ian) covering relation 
{(x, S(x, r)): x ~ R", 0 < r < oo}, 
where S(x, r )={zc  R": Iz-xI<~ r}. 
The term "approximate limit" is a generalization of 'limit'. Readers, who are 
unfamiliar with this concept, can omit throughout this paper the prefix 'ap'. Then 
measurability problems treated in 3.4 up to 3.6 are trivial. 
A function f: I~'" --, R" is said to be approximately differentiable at x c I~ "~ if there 
exists a (necessarily unique, see [4], 3.1.2]) linear map from ~'" into I~", denoted 
apDf(x) ,  with 
ap l im] f (x ) -  f (x ) -ap  Df(x)(  z -  x)I/tz- xl=0. 
7_ - .  
Remark, that if a function f is only given on a subset E of I~'", f: E ~ I~", the calculus 
of approximaie differentials i applicable by extending f to ~'", e.g. by putting 
f lx) =0. if xcR ' " \E .  
The approximate partial derivatives of f at x = (x, . . . . .  x,,,) ~ ~'" arc defined by 
apl) , f (x)  = aplim []( .... x ,  ,, x, + t, x,, j . . . .  ) - f (x ) ] / t .  
Let f be approximately differentiabl Denote apDf (x>- tfie restriction 
of ~p~f(~~ to the orthodox 1 ~~rnp~~rne~~ of the ~~~~ebra~~~ kernel of ap~f (x), 
cation of the n-dimensional (approximate) acobian J, f (x) of g at x 
pDf (x)-*) 1, if apDf (x) xists and dim inhale ap 
otherwise. 
Remark that Jf (x) = 0 outside I+ 
In our notation the WausdorfE area and the coar a theorems get the following form”. 
3.2. Theorem. [4,3.2.3,3.2.X2,3.2.1]. If mati and f:W’+W’ is (i@“,W’)- 
y~~~~ rl ) 9 
This theorem is the key for Proposition 4.4, and hence for the m 
and 6.5. 
proximate differentials and the 
inder sets Y = 
3.4 (cf. [4,X2.3,3.1.4)]. If Y is an M-set, therz, fur my i = 1 T 1 . . , m, fhe set 
Di ={( f, x) E Y GP ap.L+f(x) exists) 
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is ~(~_)~.m-measurable. Moreover, the map ( f ,x)~--~apDff(x)  f rom D~ into R is 
( ~ ® ~" ,  ~ )-measurable. 
Proof. First assume n = 1. It is sufficient o prove that 
ap~/ (x )  = aplimsup[f( . . . .  , x i - i ,  xi + t, xi+i, . . .)-- f (x ) ] /  t 
t-,O 
and the corresponding lower limit function are (~®b~",  ~)-measurable. For any 
/3e R we have 
{(f, x): ap~f (x )  </3} 
= {( f, x): lira ~{t  c f -h ,  h ] : [ j r ( . . . ,  x~ + t , . . . )  - f (x ) ] / t  >/3 }/2h = 1 } 
h ~ ~ 
--r O n 
p=| q=.~ rc(O,l/qt 
rational 
{(f, x): ~ '{t  E f -r ,  r]: 
[ f ( . . . , x~+t  . . . .  ) - f (x ) ] / t<f l} /2r> l - l /p} .  
Denote the sets in the last express, ion by T(p ,  q, r). Consider the set 
S={(f ,x ,  t )c  YxR" '× I~:  [f( . . . .  x ,+t , . . . ) - f (x ) ] / t<f l} .  
Since Y is an M-set, S and 
S, ={(L x, t)c S: ttt r} 
are ~¢ c;~ .~,,, ~;. :~ . . ,  ,v . -measurable.  Hence, by Fubini, 
,Y~'t{t: ( ~ X, t) C St} 
is '~¢¢~, J . '~measurable as a function of (f. x), and 
T( p, q, r) = {( f, x): ~"  ~'"  ~t : ( J ; x , t )~S,} /2r> l -1 /p}c fq®: ,  .
To prove 3.4 in the case n>l  note that f (x )=( f~(x) ,  . . . .  f , (x ) ) ,  apDf f (x )= 
(apD, f .( x ~ . . . . .  apD~/,,(x)). 
Analogously the following proposition can be proved. 
3.5. I f  Y is an M-xet, then the set 
D={(f i  x)< Y xR'"-aplimsup ! f ( z ) - f (x ) l / I z -x l}  
i s  ~:' :q ,,~ .:~ "'-measurable. 
From [4.3.1.4} and 3.4 we get the following 
3.6. ( 'orol la~. I f  Y is at+ M-set, then the f lmction ( f, x)~-~.ff(x) mapping Y x~" '  
into [11. x ) is ( ~:~ (, ~ .jq'". :-~ ) -measurable. 
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4. Occupation and crossing measures 
In this section we define the occupation and the crossing measure of continuous 
functions and establish a connection between them (Proposition 4.4). This connec- 
tion will be used in Section 6. 
Let E be a closed subset of ~", ~¢ = ~'~ c~ E. Denote C = C(E, ~")  the set of 
all continuous functions f: E ~ R", m I> n, and a the corresponding Kolmogorov 
o'-algebra (cf. Section 3). For any fe  C define the occupation measure r( f , .  ) on 
~®~" by 
r(f, B ixB2)=~'{xeBt : f (x )eB2},  B,e~, Bee~". 
This definition is slightly different from the usual one (cf. [5, 6, 7], where :-(f, (0, t] x 
(.)) is the occupation(-time) measure up to time t for a function f:l~'--,1~), but 
no confusion will arise. By 3.3(i) we get the following 
4.1. Lemma. r i sa  kernel from [C,~] to [ExR" ,  ~'®~"].  [] 
For a function f e C and y e R", define the set function 
O(f, y; B)=,Tf'--"(f- '{y}c~ B), Bc-:lt~'. 
4.2. O is a kernel from [Cxll~". ~®~"]  to [R"', ~"']. 
Proof. 1. For lixed fe  C, ye[~", 0 is a measul:'e, since f- '{y] is a Borel set and 
~"'  " is Borel regular (see [4, 2.10.1]). 
2. Now for a fixed Borel set B,:- I~'" it will be shown ,hat 0 ( . , . ;  B) is (~® 
~", ~)-measurable. By monotonicity it is sufficient o show this measurability for 
closed Borel sets B c R" (cf. [4, 2.2.2(1)])~ and moreover ;or compact ones. 
Let Bc  R" be a compact set. Recall tha~ ~9(k(Z), Zc  I~ m, is defined as 
lim inf ~ ce(k)(diam S) k, 
where the infimum is taken over all. say open, countabl, :overs O of Z, i.e. 
Zc(_Js,:c~ S, with d iamS~& SeG,  and where a(k) is tile volume of the k- 
dimensional unit ball. Following [4, 2.1026], let, %r te~ ~, j=  1,2 . . . . .  
$~ = {(g, z): g ~ C, z e ~", there exists an open covering O of g- ~{z} n B wi~h 
diam S< 1, Se  G, and Z a(m - n)(diam S)'" "< t}. 
] 
Then 
{(g, z): g e C, z e R n, ~'~-n(g '{z}c~B)<t}=(-']  V r
j=l 
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Hence, if the Vi's are shown to be open, then 19(. ,. ; B) is shown to be measurable. 
3. Let (/, y)e C xR" be fixed. For the (closed) neighborhood 
w,--{(g, z)c cxR": suplg(x)- f(x)l e, Iz- yl 
x~E 
e > 0, of this point (/, y), and for a compact set B c_ E, define 
F~=F~(f, y,B) = U (g-n{z} riB) 
(g ,z )eW~ 
={x B: If(x)- Yl < 2e}. 
F, i~ closed. If e$0, then F,J, Fo=f-l{y}. 
For closed subsets F' and F" of the compact set B c E, denote the Hausdorff 
distance by 
d( F', F") = max{ sup inf Ix"-x'l, sup inf ix'-x"l}. 
x"eF" x'~F" x '~F'  x"~F" 
Since for decreasing sequences of compact sets the Hausdorff distance is continuous, 
we have 
iim d(F~, Fo) = d(( ]  F,, Fo) = O. 
rDI 
4. Now, let (f, y) c C x IR" be a fixed point from V i, for some j. Then there exists 
an open covering G = {S} of the compact set f-~{y} c~ B with the properties diam S <~ 
I/j, Se  G, and Y, a (m-  n)(diam S)" -"  < t. Since the covering G is open, from 3 
follows the existence of an e > () such that F,.(f y, P)c  Uc~ S, i.e. w, c Vi, and so 
V~ is open. [] 
Let us fix for the rest of the paper a (c~ ® ~, ~)_measurable function q: C × E 
[0 ,~k  For any f~_ C and yeR",  define the measure ~,(f, y; .) of the y-level set 
f n{y} ~veighted by the function q as follows 
v(fi y; B) = ! lw,; 'tvl.~t,,(x)q(~ x))("" "(dx), Bc  ~F;', 
~vhere Dt is from 3.1. In case q -  I one has 
~,( f ,y ;B)=~"  "(f  ~{y}r-~Bc~Df), Bc~', 
and if, moreover, f is approximately Lipschitzian at any point x c E, then/9,, = E and 
t , ( f ,y :B)=~'"  "(f-~{y}~B), Bc~.  
Fr~,m 4.2 and 3.5 we get the following 
4,3. Corollary. l, is a kernel from [C × ~", ¥, (~i~ :'A"] to [E, ~ ]. 
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For any f e C define the crossing measure $(f, .) (with respect o the weight 
function q) on ~® ~" by 
q,(f, d(x, y))= v(f, y; dx)~"(..:ly). 
Since, by 3.2, for f ~ C, v ~ ~:( ~ ® ~ "), 
=if v(x ,y )q ( f ,x )~" - " (dxnf - '{y}c~. )~"(dy)  
= f v(x,f(x))q(f,x)Jf(x)~'(dx), 
the following identity holds. 
4.4. If f ~ C ( E, n "), then 
$(f, d(x, y)) = Jf(x)q(f, x) r(f, d(x, y)). Et 
Hence, by 3.6 and 4.1, we have 
4.5. Corollary. d, is a kernel from [ C(E. R"), ~] w [ E x R", ~ Q ~" ]. D 
5. A general Rice formula 
Let tile closed set E c R m, C = C(E, R"), and ~ be from Section 4. By a continuous 
random vector field over E with values in I~" we mean a random element of the 
measurable space [C, ~], i.e. a probability space [C, c8, P]. 
In this section we will compute the (m-  n)-dimensionat volume of the y-level 
set, y c R", of the random field [C. Y~, P]. 
Denote the 1-dimensional distribution of the random field at the point x e E by 
7r(x, .): 
rr(x,B)=P{f~C: f(x)El '},  8~.:/?". 
By 3.3, rr is a kernel from [E, ~] to [~", ~"]. a,s in Section 2 the intensity measure 
a,(y,.), ycR", of the weighted y-level set measure v(-, y ; . )  (see Section 4) is 
defined by 
a,~.y, B) = f v(f, y; B)P(df), B~' .  
4.3 implies, that A, is a kernel from [1~", ~"]  to [E, ~]. 
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Since ~"  is countably generated, since C is an M-set, and by 3.6, the conditional 
expectation 
E[Jf(x)q(f, x)lf(x) = y], x ~ E, 
is Lebesgue measurable with respect o ~'"  × ¢r as a function of (x, y) ~ E ×R" (the 
conditional expectation of nonnegative random variables exists in any case if we 
permit the value +~).  
5.1. Theorem. Suppose m >1 n, v~ 3 ; (9¢"®~") .  Then 
I fv (x ,y )A . (y ,  dx)~"(dY)= 
= f f v(x, y)E[Jf(x)q(f, x)]f(x)=y]Tr(x, dy)~"(dx) .  
d J  
Proof. By Fubini and theorem 3.2, we transform the left-hand side of 5.1 to 
This is the right-hand side of 5.1. [] 
5,2. Corollary. Suppose, for any x c E, rr(x, • ) is absolutely continuous with respect 
to L¢" and :r' ( x, y) denotes the Radon-Nikodym derivative 7r(x, dy) /~"(dy) .  Then, 
for ~."-a.a. y, 
a , , (y ,B )=f  E[ff(x)q(f,x)lf(x)=y]Tr'(x,y)Sf"(dx), B~.  [] 
J B 
Now regard the stationary case, of. Section 2. Let E =IW' and consider the 
transformation group { T,} in X = COW", R") defined by (T.f)(x) = f(x + z), z ~ R'". 
Then, if q is homogeneous in the sense that q(f ,x)=q(TJ ,  O), i , ( . ,y ; .}  is a 
homogeneous kernel, for any y ~ ~". If P is stationary, rr(x,. ) does not depent from 
x. Let ~r(0, • ) = rr c + rr ~ be the decomposition of rr(0, • ) with r?'<< ~",  r r ° t~ '', and 
denote d&/d~"  by 7r'. Then we have the following 
5.3. Corollary. Suppose E = •", P is stationary, and q is homogenous. 
7r "-a.a. y, 
h,,(y. B)= E[Jf(O)q(fi o)l/(o)= v]~-'(y).~"(B), B ~ ~'" 
Then, j'or 
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6.  Hor i zonta l -w indow cond i t ion ing  
Consider the random field [C, qg, P] from Section 5. In the case m = n, q ~ 1, 
v(f, y; B) is equal to the number of points within the set/ ' - '{ y} c~ B n D/. Hence, 
if E = R ' ,  P is stationary, q - 1, ,~(y, (0, 1]) < oo, and ~ denotes the Palm measure 
of P with respect o the kernel O= ~,(., y; .) (and ,~ = ~") ,  then, by [12], 9.3.3 
(3.7.3), 9.3.4 (4.6.1), 
y, (0, I ))]- pyo 
coincides (for ~"-a.a. y) with the usual conditional probability P(. I f (0)= Y)h~, in 
the horizontal-window sense of Kac and Slepian [9] (in [9] only the case m = n = 1 
is considered). In [8] one can find such a local (horizontal-window conditional 
probability) interpretation of Palm distributions of point processes in the nonstation- 
ary case. In the case of random measures an analogues interpretation of Palm 
distributions i possible, e.g. if the random measure is the k-dimensional Hausdorff 
measure ~ '  concentrated on a random k-dimensional smooth surface in R", cf. 
[1,18]. 
In the stationary ergodic case the Palm distributions pO have the meaning of 
"typical distributions' of the random field [C  4, P] relative to 'randomly (with respect 
to v(., y;.  )) chosen crossing points' (cf. [12, 9.1.6 (3.6.6)], [14, 16]). 
Thus instead of horizontal-window conditional probabilities we will compute in 
this section Palm measures and distributions. 
Let E i be an increasing sequence of compact subsets of E, !,_J Ej = E. Then, with 
the metric 
.12 
P(f,,f2) = Y~ 2 '  arctan(supl.fi(x)-f2(x)[) 
j= l  ~cE  I
of uniform comergence on every E, C(E,R") becomes complete. For any j, 
[C(Ej, W'), O] is separable. It is easy to see, that [C(E, R"), p] is separable, too. 
Moreover, standard arguments show that the or-algebra of Borel sets (with respect 
to p) coincides with the Kolmogorov ~r-algebra 4. Hence, we are able to define 
Palm measures and regular conditional distributions on the Polish space 
[C(E,R"), ~,]. 
The intensity measure A, on "," ~?. //'" of the random occupation measure r (~-6 :If, 
see 4.1 ) is defined by 
A,(B) = f r(f, B)P(df), Bc ~" .  
From the definition of ~', and by Fubini, we get the following properties. 
6.1. (i) rc:~f,, (ii) a,=~'"J~= x rr, (iii) A~ is locally finite. [] 
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6.1(i), (iii), 2.5, and 2.6 imply the 
6.:2. Lemma. There exists a kernel P~ (from [E xW', g~®~"] to [C, ~]) of Palm 
distributions of P with respect to r. This kernel is (A:a.e.) unique. [] 
Since C is Polish, regular conditional distributions P(. I f(x) = y) (in the 'vertical- 
window sense') on c¢ exist, and they are Lebesgue measurable with respect o ,~. 
6.3 (cf. [6, Lemma 2]). The connection 
holds for ,~:a.a. (x, y). 
Prool. From Lemma 6.1(i), (iii), and by Fubini 
.~(:~® ~® ~") ,  
I I i  " v(f, x, y)P,.. ;,>(dr) rr(x, dy)3~"lE(dx) 
=I I  v(f,x,y)r(f,d(x,y))P(df) 
=If v(f,x,f(x))~'lE(dx)P(df) 
=I f  l .(f,x. y)P(dflf(x)=y)rt(x, dy)~"l~:.(dx). [] 
we obtain, for any v~ 
In Section 7, Example 1, the regular conditional probability P( .  If(x) = y) shall 
be rewritten in another form, more useful for applications, 
Now, let us turn to the random crossing measure tp on ~®~",  to the random 
y-level set measure ~,( •, y; • ) on g', and to Palm measures with respect o qJ and 
~,( •, y; • ). First we note the following 
6.4. Lemma. The intensity measure A~, on ~ ® ~" of the random crossing measure 
tO can be computed by 
ae,(d(x, y)) = E[Jf(x)q(f, x)lf(x) = y]zr(x, dy)~'"l~-(dx). 
Proof. By 4.4 and Fubini we have, for vE ,T(~®?~"),  
f v(x,y)A~,(d(x,y)) 
~- × R n 
[] 
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Suppose in the following that A is a ~-finite measure on ~®~" 6f the form 
A (d(x, y)) = s(x, y)o'(y, dx)~"(dy),  
where s: E x R" -- [0, 0o] is ($ ®~",  ~)-measurable, and the kernel tr from [R", ~"]  
to [E, $] is locally finite. Denote the kernel of Palm measures, if it exists, of P with 
respect o 0 and A by/~*, and with respect o u(., y;.  ) and tr(y,. ) by/~Y. 
6.5. Theorem. Suppose ,~* exists. Then, for ~f"-a.a. y, the kernel PY from [E, ~] to 
[C, ~] exists, and 
P,Y(df)A (d(x, y)) = s(x, y)Jf(x)q(f, x)P(dflf(x) = y)A,(d(x, y)) holds. 
Proof. From 
Atb , ( f .  y; dx)P(df)~"(dy)  =t~(f. d(x. y))P(df) = P~.y~(df)Z (d(x. y)) 
= P(,,.y)(df)s(x, y)a(y, dx)~"(dy) 
we see that, for ~"-a.a. y, a Palm kernel/~Y exists and is of the form s(., y)/~.y). 
Hence, to complete the proof we note that, by 4.4, 6.2, 6.3, and 2.7, both sides of 
the assertion are equal to 
s(x, y)P~x.y)(df)A (d(x, y)). [] 
For our purposes there are relevant wo special cases of Theorem 6.5. 
6.6. Corollary. Suppose A~, is locally finite. Then, for ~"-a.a. y, the kernel of Palm 
distributions PY exists and 
PY,,(df)E[Jf(x)q(f, x)lf(x) = y]= Jf(x)q(f, x)P(df l f (x)= y) 
holds, for ~"']E x rr-a.a. (x, y). 
Proof. Since h• is locally finite, 0 is from Y/'~. Hence, by 2.5, P~ exists. Putting 
s(x, y)-= 1 and 
or(y, B) = A.(y, B) = f v(f, y; B)P(df), B ~ ~, 
in 6.5, we have 
A (d(x, y)) = ~n x tr(d(y, x)) = A~(y, dx)~"(dy) 
= f u(f, y; dx).~"(dy)P(df) 
= f ~b(f, d(x, y))P(df) = A~,(d(x, y)), 
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and, by 6..:~ and 6.5, 
['~(df)E[Jf(x)q(f, x)lf(x) = y]X~(d(x, y)) 
= PY,(df),~,u(d(x, y)) 
=J[(x)q(f,x)P(dfJf(x)=y)a,(d(x, y)). [] 
The second case useful for applications is the stationary one. Let the notations 
be the same as in 5.3. By 2.8 and 2.9, we can consider the usual Palm measure pO 
of P with respect to 0 = v(., y ; . )  and tz = S~". 
6.7. Corollary. Suppose E = R '~, P is stationary, and q is homogeneous. Then, for 
lr%a.a, y, 
P'~(df) = Jf(O)q( f, O)P(dflf(O) = y)rt'(y). 
Proof. In 6.5 put s(x, y) = ¢r'(y), tr(y, • ) = Ae". Hence, ~ = ~"  × 7r c. For rr(0,. )-a.a. 
y, any r e W", and any Z c c¢, 
[P(" l f(0) = y) o T::)J(Z) = P(Zlf(r)  = y) 
holds. Define the measure O on ~ by 
O(df)  = Jf(O)q( f, O)P(dfJf(O) = y) rr'(y). 
Then. 6.5 and 2.9 imply the assertion. In fact, for v~ ;T (~®.~'"®,~ '') with 
J v(f, r, y)rr"(dy) = 0, 
I I  c(fir, y)(Oo T:~)(df)A(d(r. y)) 
= I l l  v(T-rf'r'y)JF(O)q(f'O)P(df[f(O)=y)rr'(y)~m(dr)¢r'(dY) 
=fir v(g,r, y)JT, g(O)q(T,g,O)[P(.lf(O)=y)oT~',](dg) 
× rr'(y)~f'"tdr) zr(0, dy) 
= [ f c(g,r,y)Jg(r)q(g, r)P(dg I g(r)=y)zr',y)M(d(r, y)). [] 
J d 
7. Examples 
Example 1. In Corollaries 6.6 and 6.7 the conditional probability P(df l f (x)= y) 
can be expressed in the more useful form 
f P(dftJf(x) = z, f(x) = y)e(Jf(x) ~ dz If(x) = y). 
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In fact, both regular conditional probabilities in the last expression exist. Moreover, 
they are Lebesgue measurable in (x, y, z) respectively (x, y) with respect to the 
measures ~"[E(dx)P(Jf(x) ~ dz, f(x) ~ dy) respectively ~m[e × lr. The assertion 
then follows from ( v e 3:( qg ® ~"  ® ~ )) 
f l  v( f 'Y" l f (x))P(d[ ' f (x)=y)1r(x 'dy)=I  v(]:,[(x),Jf(x))P(df) 
=I I f  v(f ,y ,z)P(df l J f (x)=z, f (x)=y)P( J f (x)~dzl f (x)=y)1r(x,  dy). 
Hence, from 6.4 and 6.6, we have the following 
7.1. Corollary, Suppose E [ ff  ( x )q ( f, x)If(x) -- y] is locally integrable with respect o 
~'1~ × rr. Then, for ~"-a.a. y, the kernel ~r of Palm distributions exists, and 
/b~(df) = E[Jf(x)q(f, x)If(x) = y]-i I zq(f, x) 
×P(df l J f (x )=z, f (x )=y)P( J f (x )cdz l f (x )=y) .  [] 
6.7 can be rewritten analogously. In the stationary Gaussian case with m = n = 1, 
q= 1, the representation 7.1 is well known as Slepian's model process, see [15]. 
(Remark, that in the stationary Gaussian case Jr(x) and f(x) are independent 
under P.) 
Example2 .  Let [C(R",R),~,P] be a stationary Gaussian field with a.s. 
continuously differentiable sample paths. Suppose for simplicity that El(O) = 0, and 
that the covariance function R(x) = Ef(x)f(O) is of the form 
Then 
1 2 2 
= . . .  + R(x) 1 -~(C lX  1 "~" 9 2 
s / (o )  = , 
L i= l  
and f(0), (9f/Ox,)(O), i = 1 . . . .  , m, are independent N(0, 1) respectively N(0, c~), 
i = 1 . . . . .  m,  distributed random variables. Hence 
E[Jf(O)lf(O) = y]= EJf(O) 
t ~ ~ m/2  . . ) -1  . . . .  vz~+."+za , (27r )  (c~ • c,,, exp -- +-"+ ~m(dz). 
By the transformation 
"7 _2  I /2  
Z'I z,n l Z i 
r=c~+' ' '+ i  2 ' s i - - -  , 
c .,  r C i 
i=1  . . . . .  m, 
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of the variables, the last expression gets the form 
where S " -~ is the unit sphere in ~" (of. [4, 3.2.13]). By 5.3 (with q-= 1), we finally 
obtain that the intensity of the (m-  1)-dimensionai area of the y-level set can be 
computed by 
(2~)-tm+l)/2(m--l)!e--y2/2fsm_~( 
for ~-a.a, y. 
1/2 
cisi~ 2 ~,,,- i (ds) ' 
i= l  
By means of the choice of the function q one can compute, e.g., the intensity of 
the (m-  l)-dimensional area of those parts of the y-level set which have a certain 
property, e.g. a certain direction, see [17]. 
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